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“Common Sense and the Coronavirus (COVID-19)” 

Aerosols are particles small enough to travel through the air. Ordinary speech creates significant 

quantities of aerosols from respiratory particles. Normal speech by individuals who are asymptomatic 

but infected with coronavirus may produce enough aerosolized particles to transmit the infection. The 

louder one speaks, the more particles are emitted and some individuals are "super emitters". Thus, we 

need the special separation from other individuals during this crisis, which may be more than six feet. 

Additionally, people should wear face coverings made of bandanas, scarves, or other fabric, 

and Science reports that the CDC is recommending that all people in the United States wear cloth 

facemasks in public. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has stated that larger 

respiratory droplets expelled when infected people cough or sneeze are the primary means of 

transmitting the coronavirus. Surgical masks worn by sick patients have reduced the detection of 

coronavirus RNA in both aerosol and droplet transmission forms. Some Indonesian, Turkish and 

Mexican countries have resorted to “mass disinfections” to combat the coronavirus but it is posing 

another health hazard. Images of plumes of disinfectant spray, fired from trucks into the air or from 

spray guns on to roads have riled health experts. But the visually-impressive measures taken to contain 

the fast-spreading virus can be a health hazard and a waste of time and resources. Particularly criticized 

were the spraying of highways, street surfaces and sidewalks or the hosing-down of people’s entire 

bodies. In Indonesia, telephone box-shaped disinfection chambers are being set up, offering passers-by a 

quick blast to rid their clothes and skin of potential germs. However, it is harmful to the skin, mouth and 

eyes. And the virus does not survive for long in the environment – a half-life of about eight hours. Hand 

washing and targeted cleaning of commonly-touched surfaces offers better protection than mass 

disinfecting. One expert said, “It would have a better effect using a water cannon to disperse people and 

make them go home.”  COVID-19 is proving to be the ultimate stress test for modern healthcare 

systems. While it’s impossible to say with certainty how the system will stand up to coronavirus, 

obvious trends are beginning to emerge. As of April 7, 2020, 94 doctors and 26 nurses have died from 

the virus in Italy alone. These trends will translate into tangible effects for physicians and other 

healthcare workers on the frontlines of healthcare. There’s the logistical toll of an already overburdened 

healthcare system losing more physicians and other HCPs to COVID-19. By some expert’s estimation, 

this looks like the lead domino of COVID-19’s consequences for doctors. 

 

In the America that I love, we should tackle the current challenge presented by COVID-19 and 

prepare for inevitable future pandemics. 
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